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ABSTRACI‘

A child calming device comprising, in accordance with
the preferred embodiment, a stuffed animal (10) having
a pocket (88) within which is contained a heart beat

simulating transducer (12) is disclosed. The transducer
is actuated by application of pressure to an actuator (22)
which is coupled to a switch (30) which drives an elec
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STIMULATION

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION
The invention, as claimed, is intended to provide a
remedy. It solves the problem of how to provide a

TECHNICAL FIELD
The invention relates to pacification devices for chil

pacifier for infants and small children which is simple,
inexpensive, and effective. Generally this is achieved by
providing a soft, huggable and pleasantly textured ob

CHILD CALMING TOY WITH RYTHMIC

dren.

ject, such as a teddy bear, with an audio cue of a simple

periodic nature which is capable of being understood
BACKGROUND ART
l0 and anticipated by even very small infants and, in the
Over the years considerable technology has devel
case of small children, is identi?able with life functions
oped around the solution to the problem of pacifying
of a real parent, companion or pet. In accordance with
babies and small children. Generally, infantile unrest
the preferred embodiment of the invnention, the paci
and later, the hyperactivity of small children, are natu
?er comprises a stuffed animal with an electronic heart
rally occurring phenomena which, to greater and lesser 15 beat mimicking device.
extents, appear to be “programmed into” human beings
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS
from birth. In particular, the response of infants to the
outside world appears to be calculated to stimulate the

One way of carrying out the invention is described in
detail below with reference to drawings which illustrate

sort of parental attention which would certainly have

been required in the relatively dangerous environment
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in which man evolved.

Thus the classic pattern appears° An abandoned child
cries, signalling his mother to devote some attention to

only specific embodiments of the invention, in which:
FIG. 1 is a perspective illustrating the position of a
heart-beat simulator contained within the inventive toy;

FIG. 2 is a perspective view of the simulator;
him either in the form of hugging, cuddling, nursing or
FIG. 3 is a cross sectional view along lines 3-3 of
the like. Upon the application of one of these stimuli, 25 FIG. 2;

the crying usually stops.

FIG. 4 is a view of the vibrator circuit of the simula

Above and beyond this it has been found in research

tor;

with the related species that withholding such stimuli
can have permanent adverse effects on personality de

velopment and the mental stability of the adult animal.
Controlled studies have shown, for example, that pri
mates brought up in sterile laboratory surroundings
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FIG. 5 is a is a plan view of the heart beat transducer;
FIG. 6 is a plan view along lines 6——6 of FIG. 5;
FIG. 7 is a graph of the excitation voltage to the

transducer; and
FIG. 8 is a schematic of the vibrator circuit that
outputs the waveform of FIG. 7 to the transducer.

without any objects around them have been found to be

signi?cantly disadvantaged as compared to other ani

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE
INVENTION
form which they could hug and which included struc
ture which they could protect themselves in.
Referring first to FIGS. 1-2, the preferred embodi
While such work is relatively recent, most successful
ment of the invention is directed to dolls and toy ani
infant paci?ers have always simulated otherwise natu
mals including a subsystem which provides the impres
rally occurring human interactions. A few examples of 40 sion of actual heart beats. It is believed that a doll, such
mals of the same species which were provided with a 35

such devices include milk bottles, nipple pacifiers, and

as toy animal or teddy bear 10, with a heart-beat simula

soft dolls. In the case of somewhat older children one

tor 12 will induce in the person playing with it feelings
of contentment, warmth and comfort, and aesthetic
satisfaction similar to those he would experience if he
Such devices include crib chimes, animated .dolls, talk 45 were handling or being played with by a living person.

may also add pets and a different class of devices calcu
lated to stimulate and interest the mind of the child.
ing dolls and the like.

.

While all of the above devices do perform the desired
function of pacifying children, they all suffer from vari

ous inadequacies. For example, nipple paci?ers, while
they are quite inexpensive and may intially be effective,
do essentially frustrate the natural expectations of the

Housing 14 comprises a front cover 16 and a rear cover

18 which may engage each other via an overhanging
edge 20 on the rear cover as illustrated in FIG. 3. As
can be seen most clearly in FIGS. 2 and 3 a heart shaped
50 push button actuator 22 is slidingly mounted in the front
cover 16 for movement toward and away from rear

cover 18. This movement is achieved by providing a
support pin 24 which is secured to actuator 22 and slides
in a sleeve 26 which is secured to and integral with front
the case of infants, are not very effective as the infant is 55 cover 16. Actuator 22 together with support pin 24 is
prevented from falling out from housing 14 by a stop
unable to fully comprehend the device. To a limited
member 28 which is integral with pin 24.
extent the device can be improved by incorporating an
As can be seen most clearly in FIG. 3, support pin 24
audio device (such as a tape recorder) in a toy doll to
directly overlies a switch 30 which is wired to actuate
add an audio stimulus to such a paci?er. However, the
an electronic pulsing circuit powered by a battery 32.
stimulus is extremely complicated and not of a type
Replacement of worn batteries is accommodated by a
likely to be understood or learned by a small infant. In
slide battery cover 34 of conventional design and which
addition, in the case of smaller children, talking dolls
incorporates gripping surface 36. Cover 34 is config
are likely to have the opposite of the desired effect, that
ured to be slidingly removed in the direction indicated
is stimulating activity, instead of providing a calming
influence. In addition, such talking dolls are likely to be 65 by arrow 38 upon the application of appropriate pres
sure to gripping surface 36. Finally, the housing con
expensive and complicated devices which are highly
tains an electronic pulsating circuit 40 and a heart beat
subject to breakdowns and sensitive to the abuse likely
simulating transducer 42.
to be given to them by children.

infact and, after a short time, are recognized and re

jected. Stuffed toy animals, while soft and appealing in
texture, are essentially passive and thus, particularly in
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Transducer 42, as shown in FIG. 5-6, comprises an
electromagnet 44 which includes a core 46 around
which the windings of electromagnet 44 are wound.

The windings are con?ned by a pair of spool ends 48
and 50 which serve as a means for securing electromag
net 44 to a support 52. Support 52 is made from a gener»

ally T-shaped sheet of ferromagnetic material such as
steel. The sheet is bent to form a pair of magnetic flux
conducting members 54 and 56 and a spring support 58

(FIG. 6).

heart beat to allow a particular child to sleep by regula
tion of the value of variable resistor R2 to by rotation of
a knurled knob 98 which includes serrations 100 to
allow for easy rotation of the same. Naturally, when
ever the child stops hugging bear 10 perhaps because it

Electromagnet 44 actuates a ferromagnetic bob 60

which is mounted on a ferromagnetic strip 62 by epoxy
or any other suitable adhesive. Strip 62, in turn, is riv=
eted by rivets 64 to spring 66 which, in turn, is riveted
by rivets 68 to support 58. The spring constant of spring
66 is such that upon the application of a pulse to electro- _

magnet 44, bob 60 will be attracted toward but will not
make clicking contact with the top surfaces 70 and 72 of
members 54 and 56.

While an illustrative embodiment of the invention has
been described, it is, of course, understood that various
modi?cations of the invention will be obvious to those
of ordinary skill in the art. Such modi?cations are
within the spirit and scope of the invention which is

can be seen from FIG. 7, the pulses alternate between a

higher amplitude pulse 74 having a relatively low fre
quency content and a smaller amplitude pulse 76 having
a relatively high frequency content, as illustrated in
FIG. 7. As these pulses are applied to transducer 42,

limited and de?ned only by the appended claims.
I claim:

which in turn de?ects the mass of bob 60 and results in

1. A child pacifying doll, comprising:
(a) a skin de?ning doll body con?gured and dimen

causing relative movement of housing 14 with respect
to bob 60, the impression of a beating heart is given by
Q heart shaped housing 14 which vibrates backwards and

sioned to allow the doll body to be hugged;
(b) stuf?ng means disposed in said skin, and ?lling

‘forwards in the chest of bear 10.
Although many electronic circuits are capable of
producing a suitable pulse train such as that illustrated
in FIG. 7 or other pulse trains which will also provide
a heart beat simulation, by way of illustration one such
circuit will be described in conjunction with FIG. 8. In

said skin into a soft doll body form and de?ning an
internal volume within said doll body;
(c) a vibrator element having a mass, disposed in said

internal volume; and
(d) an electromagnetic inertial pulsating device se
cured to said vibrator element, said inertial device
having a vibrating mass coupled resiliently to the

particular, the device comprises a number of gates 78,
80, 82 and 84. These gates together with a transistor 86
-"form a circuit for driving transducer 42. Actuation of
‘ the electronic circuit is achieved by closing of switch 30
v"which is illustrated in FIGS. 3, and 4 and, in schematic
-?form, in FIG. 8.
The electrical values or catalog numbers of the vari

V60: 9 Volt Battery
D1, Dz, D3: IN 4148 diodes
R1: 2.2 Kilohm resistor
R2: 300 Kilohm variable resistor
R3: 1.5 Megohm resistor
R4: 4.7 Megohm resistor
R5: 1 Megohm resistor
C1: 0.0068 microfarad capacitor
C2: 0.0047 microfarad capacitor
When it is desired to use the inventive child pacifying
device, the simulator 12 is provided with a battery 32 by
removal of slide battery cover 34 which, after insertion
of the battery is put back on the housing. The simulator
12 is then placed in a pocket 88 which is sewn into bear

10. Pocket 88 is closed by mating Velcro strips 90 and
92 which are contained within the pocket just inside its

has fallen asleep or has stopped playing with the bear,
the push button switch 30 automatically springs back to
the unactuated position, thus conserving power in the

battery.

A typical driving voltage is illustrated in FIG. 7. As

ous electrical elements described above are:
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When the child either hugs the bear or feels its heart,
it causes actuator 22 to drive pin 24 toward switch 30
closing the electrical circuit and commencing the gen
eration of the pulses illustrated in FIG. 7 to the trans
ducer illustrated in FIGS. 5 and 6. As discussed above,
this results in the perception of a pulsating heart within
toy bear 10.
If desired, it is possible to regulate the strength of the
heart beats in accordance with the power of the battery
10 or, perhaps, the desire to minimize the strength of the

mass of the vibrator element and comprising switch
means for sensing the proximity of a child and

pulsating in response thereto.
2. A child pacifying doll as in claim 1, wherein said
vibrator element is a vibrator casing and said electro

magnetic device is disposed within said casing.
3. A doll as in claim 2 wherein said volume communi
cates with the ambient through a port de?ned by the
outer surface of said body and further comprising clo
sure means secured around said port for closing said
volume.
4. A doll as in claim 3 wherein said port has two
50 overlying sides and said closure means comprises a pair
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of mating Velcro-type strips disposed on opposite over
lying sides of said port through which said volume
communicates with the outside of said volume, said
strips being positioned not to be visible from the outside
of said body when said opening is closed with said strips
in overlying positions in engagement with each other.
5. A doll as in claim 2 wherein said switch means

actuates said pulsating device in response to the applica
tion of an object to the outer surface of said doll body.

6. A doll as in claim 5 wherein said skin has an inside
surface and said switch means comprises a push button
cro strips 90 and 92 into contact with each other, the
which extends from said pulsating device and bears
teddy bear is then ready to be enjoyed by the child. If
against said inside surface of said skin.
desired an outer heart 96 may be sewn to the body of
7. A doll as in claim 2 wherein said electromagnetic
the teddy bear to cause a child to associate the heart 65 device comprises an electronic driver which is turned
beat with, for example, an applique heart 96. In the
on and off by said switch means which is positioned to
alternative applique heart 96 may be sewn to an item of
be actuated upon application of hugging pressure
clothing to be worn by the bear 10.
around said doll body.

opening 94. After the pocket is closed by bringing Velu
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comprises a push button switch positioned to be actu
ated upon hugging of the doll body and wherein said
push-button switch actuates an electronic driver which
drives said electromagnetic device and wherein said
electronic driver outputs a series of electrical pulses.
9. A doll as in claim 8 wherein said pulses alternate
between a strong pulse and a relatively weak pulse.
10. A doll as in claim 8 wherein said pulses alternate

between pulses of relatively high frequency content and
relatively low frequency content.
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19. A doll as in claim 18 wherein said doll body com
prises an outer skin made of plush material and a soft

8. A doll as in claim 2 wherein said switch means

?brous stuf?ng.
20. A child pacifying doll, comprising:
(a) a soft doll body;
(b) means de?ning an internal compartment in said

body;
(0) a bob weight disposed in said compartment;
(d) magnetic means disposed in said compartment;
10

(e) a leaf spring for securing said magnetic means to
said bob weight at a position to be displaced by said

magnetic means;
(f) drive circuit means for applying pulses of electri

11. A doll as in claim 8 wherein said pulses comprise
a series of two pulse groups, each of said pulse groups

cal energy to said magnetic means sufficient to

beginning with a relatively high amplitude and low
frequency content pulse followed by a relatively low
amplitude and high frequency content pulse.

displace said bob weight with respect to said mag
netic means only to extreme positions relative to
each other where the two are still spaced apart
from each other whereby movement occurs with

12. A doll as in claim 2, wherein said pulsating device

is actuated by electrical pulses and further comprising

out impact; and
(g) battery power supply means for powering said

means to vary the amplitude of said electrical pulses.
13. A doll as in claim 2, wherein said electromagnetic
device comprises a resilient member securing said vibra

drive circuit means, said power supply means being
positioned, con?gured, and dimensioned to be re

tor element to said vibrating mass and means for dis
placeable without destruction of any part of said
placing two ends of said member with respect to each
doll.
21. A doll as in claim 20, wherein said body simulates
other to extreme relatively close positions relative to 25
a living being.
each other where the two ends are still spaced apart
22. A doll as in claim 21, wherein said living being is
from each other whereby displacement occurs without

impact.

an animal.

23. A doll as in claim 22 wherein said animal is a bear.

14. A doll is in claim 13, wherein said resilient mem

ber comprises a U-shaped leaf spring.
15. A child pacifying doll, comprising:

30

(a) a skin de?ning a doll body;

(a) a soft doll body;
(b) pocket means associated with said body and defm
ing a volume in said body, said pocket means open
35
ing to the outer surface of said body;

(c) a casing disposed within said volume;
(d) a vibrating member associated with said casing;
(e) an electromagnet disposed in said casing;
(i) a leaf spring for securing said electromagnet to

16. A doll as in claim 15 wherein said pocket commu

said skin into a soft doll body form and de?ning an
internal volume within said doll body;
(c) a vibrator element disposed in said internal vol
ume; and

comprising:
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nicates with the ambient through a pocket opening and
said opening may be closed by a pair of mating Velcro“
type strips contained on opposite sides of said opening

(i) a vibrating mass;
(ii) spring means for coupling said vibrating mass
resiliently to the vibrator element;
(iii) electromagnetic means for displacing said vi
brating mass with respect to said vibrator ele
ment;
(iv) drive means for pulsing said electromagnetic
means to cause pulsation of said pulsating device

with pulses strong enough to cause said vibrating

and positioned not to be visible from the outside of said 50

body when said opening is closed.

mass to move with respect to said vibrator ele
ment but not strong enough to cause said vibrat

ing mass to experience impact; and

17. A doll as in claim 16 further comprising switch

(v) switch means for turning on said drive means.

means for actuating said pulsating device upon the ap
plication of pressure to the outer surface of said doll

body.

(b) stuffing means disposed in said skin, and filling

(d) an electromagnetic inertial pulsating device se
cured to said vibrator element, said inertial device

said vibrating member at a position where said

vibrating member is displaced by actuation of said
electromagnet, said electromagnet and said vibrat
ing member forming a pulsation assembly; and
(g) means for securing said assembly to said casing.

24. A child pacifying doll, comprising:

25. A child pacifying doll as in claim 24, wherein said

doll body is con?gured to be hugged.
55

26. A child pacifying doll as in claim 24, wherein said
element is a casing and said switch means is a push

18. A doll as in claim 17, wherein said switch is a

switch extending from said casing.

push-button switch which extends from the front of said

casing.
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